
Can Your CompBiance Consul
Deliver
What Me
Promises?

BY DANIEL R. ROACH, JD

“Beware the
Naked Man Who

Offers You His
Shirt. ”

This is part of the title of a book
written several years ago by Min-
nesota entrepreneur, Harvey
McKay. The title was supposedly
taken from an ancient African
proverb and was meant to convey
the message that you need to
evaluate an individual not only by
what he promises but what he is
able to deliver. Nowhere is this
more true than in the area of com-
pliance for healthcare organiza-

interested in selling services
based on the consultant’s pro-
ficiency rather than delivering
services which are useful to the
client. Part of the job of internal
audit is to help the organization
identify its principal risks and
assist the organization in devel-
oping appropriate and effective
solutions.

The following is an outline
you may want to follow in at-
tempting to identify consultants

(either individuals or organizations) who could provide efficient
and relevant help.

Identify principal risks
The purpose of a compliance program is to ensure compliance

with substantive laws. Creating an organization bureaucracy

tions. The increasing pace of healthcare enforcement activity has
been surpassed only by the feeding frenzy of individuals and orga-
nizations attempting to sell analytical tools, auditing expertise, and
educational euphemisms to healthcare providers desperate to ob-
tain help in achieving their compliance objectives. Unfortunately,
some consultants in the healthcare compliance arena appear more
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There are many consultants offering services for the healthcare
industry as it seeks to address compliance issues. While most
provide valuable professional services, adhering to these prin-
ciples will substantially increase the odds that your organization
won’t be disappointed, or worse, left holding the bag.

designed to encourage ethical behavior or
measuring the frequency a particular DRG
or code is billed, will not constitute an ef-
fective compliance program.

In recent months, the market has ex-
ploded with new software designed to mea-
sure the relative frequency of related DRGs,
monitor the use of various DRGs or codes,
or assess the frequency with which outpa-
tient diagnostic services provided in the
three days prior to the date of admission
are not rolled into the DRG. There are two
dangers associated with the use of this soft-
ware and the consultants who promote it.
First, it is of questionable value. An Au-
gust 1998 report by the OIG’s Office of
Evaluations and Inspections titled, “Using
Software to Detect Upcoding  of Hospital
Bills,” suggests that those programs have
limited value. The report concludes that
only a small fraction of the cases identified
as overcoded by the commercial software
tested by the OIG were actually overcoded.
The OIG report concluded that it “see[s]
only a limited role for these products at the
current time.”

Second, the focus on these products
appears to be diverting attention away from
more significant risks such as inadequate
documentation (a.k.a. upcoding), lack of
medical necessity, and billing for non-cov-
ered services.

In July 1997, the OIG released the re-
sults of its audit of more than 5,200 HCFA
claims from 1996. Of the estimated $23 bil-
lion in overpayments, nearly 90 percent were
related to claims by hospitals (both inpa-
tient and outpatient), clinics, home health
agencies, skilled nursing facilities (SNFs),
and labs. The audit concluded that the most
pervasive error for these six provider types
was “insufficient or no documentation.”
These two error categories accounted for
about $10 billion or about 43 percent of the
$23.2 billion in improper payments. The re-
port continued by concluding that an addi-
tional 33 percent of the improper payments
related to a lack of medical necessity. In the
case of the OIG’s audit of HCFA, the OIG
reviewed medical records provided by

HCFA and/or the provider. Based on past
experience in reviewing thousands of
records, a determination that there is no
medical necessity typically reflects inad-
equate documentation of the patient’s con-
dition rather than inappropriate or unnec-
essary care. Taken together, these two er-
ror categories represent more than 75 per-
cent of the overpayments identified in the
OIG audit. The findings in the 1997 OIG audit
released in April 1998 are similar. The OIG
indicated that the four most prevalent prob-
lems for physicians, hospitals, and home
health agencies included:
. Inadequate or completely missing

documentation,
. Services that were not medically nec-

essary,
. Billing for procedure codes not sup-

ported by the medical records (a docu-
mentation problem), and

. Billing for services not allowed by
Medicare.
The results of these audits suggest

that most organizations face a serious
underdocumentation problem and that most
of the overpayments identified by the OIG
are documentation related.

The OIG’s Compliance Guidance for
Hospitals released in February 1998 reflects
the fact that documentation problems are
the principle cause of improper claims. The
Guidance devotes nearly eight pages to
these issues and many of the other specific
concerns identified in the Guidance can be
traced to documentation problems. Obvi-
ously, if a consultant is trying to sell you
compliance services which do not focus on
documentation review and educating pa-
tient care personnel on the importance of
appropriate documentation, he is missing
the most significant compliance issue.

In identifying the organization’s prin-
ciple exposures, you should review:
. OIG guidance relating to your

organization’s specific healthcare ac-
tivities.

. OIG workplans for issues which may
be of concern but are not yet the sub-
ject of inquires.
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l OIG Fraud Alerts.
l DOJ and OIG national enforcement ini-

tiatives.
In short, the organization should first

identify its compliance risks, and then, if it
chooses, retain outside expertise in ad-
dressing the issues rather than allowing
consultants to decide that the organization
is exposed in the area in which the consult-
ant has expertise. If the organization needs
external input to help identify risks, it may
want to use one consultant in the risk iden-
tification phase and another in the solution
development and implementation phase.

Check background
A second important but often over-

looked step is checking the consultant’s
background. Does the consultant have
adequate staff and resources to provide the
service within the necessary time frames.
Does the staff have appropriate training,
credentials and experiences?

Checking references is also important.
Find out whether other clients have been
satisfied with the professionalism, knowl-
edge, responsiveness, and communication
skills of the consultant. Your organization
may be in a position of utilizing the con-
sultant to help defend the organization in
the future. If the consultant would not make
a good witness or could not appropriately
represent the organization in a government
inquiry, perhaps you may want to find an-
other consultant.
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Carefully tailor the contract
The final step in retaining a consultant

is the drafting of the contract.
Contracts should specifically define

the services to be provided. Incorporating
a detailed proposal from the consultant into
the contract is very important. Disputes
regarding the scope of review, the respon-
sibility for solution development and imple-
mentation, timing and cost overruns are fre-
quent concerns which should be addressed
in the contract. Specific proposals, articu-
lating in detail the obligations of the con-
sultant, will save the organization time and
money in the long run.

Contracts containing numerous repre-
sentations and warranties may also have
important clauses eviscerated by a dis-
claimer or limitation-of-liability clause. The
following representations and warranties
should be a part of the consulting agree-
ments:
. A clause requiring the consultant to

perform the work in a workmanlike and
professional manner.

. A representation that the consultant’s
personnel are properly trained and
have the appropriate expertise (includ-
ing knowledge of relevant laws and
regulations) to perform their respective
duties.

. A representation that the advice will
be consistent with applicable federal
and state laws and regulations and that
the consultant will immediately notify
you if he becomes aware of informa-
tion which suggests his advice may be
incorrect or has been challenged by
the government.

. A provision requiring the consultant to
assist the organization in defending
allegations of improper conduct based
in whole or in substantial part on the
consultant’s work. Avoid provisions
which provide for indemnification only
if litigation is based “solely” on the
consultant’s advice.

. A representation (and proof) by the
consultant that he carries errors and
omissions (E & 0) insurance covering
the negligent acts or intentional mis-
conduct of his employees or agents.

. If the consultant is auditing or identi-
fying payment errors, he should be re-
quired to identify both overpayments
and underpayments and the contract
should be drafted in a manner which

minimizes contractor incentives to
withhold information regarding over-
payments to your organization.
Carefully review limitation-of-liability

or disclaimer-of-warranty provisions in a
contract. Generally, these provisions
should be narrowly drawn or excluded alto-
gether. Contractors should not be able to
escape liability for the negligent or inten-
tional acts of employees or agents.

While it may not be possible to obtain
indemnification for tines or penalties, the
contract should require the contractor to
pay defense costs directly related to the
organization’s adherence to contractor guid-
ance-even if defense costs exceed the
amount of underlying loss or injury to the
organization. There are numerous examples
of cases where the cost of defense far ex-
ceeds the government’s recovery or the
loss to the organization.

In addition, language which requires
claims under the contract to be made within
a short time following the termination of
the contract should be avoided. Liability
under the Medicare or Medicaid programs
can arise months or years after the
consultant’s work or termination of the con-
tract. A provision which limits the
organization’s ability to assert a claim to a
few months or years may eliminate protec-
tions that have been included in the con-
tract.

There are many consultants offering
services for the healthcare industry as it
seeks to address compliance issues. While
most provide valuable professional ser-
vices, adhering to these principles will sub-
stantially increase the odds that your orga-
nization won’t be disappointed, or worse,
left holding the bag.

Daniel Roach is ke President, Corpo-
rate Compliance Oficer for Catholic
Healthcare West which operates 37
acute care facilities and nine medical
groups of the CHWMedical  Foundation
throughout California, Arizona and
Nevada. His roll is to assist CHW in
implementing and maintaining a
compliance program which will be
effective in imposing the claim develop-
ment and submission process, control-
ling exposure, and enhancing overall
organization performance and eflciency.
He obtained his Juris  Doctor with
honors in 198.5.
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about

contracts
and other

hot
ealthcare

300 AHIA members online.
To register, send your

request and e-mail address
to: A~IA~assu~dqtrs.eom
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